Non-adiabatic geometrical quantum gates in semiconductor quantum dots by Solinas, P et al.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 1: Energy levels for two coupled dots with dipole-dipole
interaction. Æ is the biexcitonic shift.
precede on the Bloch sphere on a plane orthogonal to B
according the Bloch's equations.
Following Ref. [11] is easy to see that { by choosing
the laser parameters (phase and frequencies) in a suitable
way { one can produce a sequence of laser pulse that
enact a loop on the Bloch sphere; the nal state will
acquire a geometrical phase independently of the velocity
during the traversed loop (no adiabatic approximation).
The nal operator depends on the angle swept on the
sphere by the state vector during the evolution. With
a sequence of two  pulses we can obtain two single





and then produce two  pulses with dierent phase (i.e.
 = ) and obtain the following gate :
j0i ! cos j0i   sin j1i
j1i ! cos j1i + sin j0i
(2)
where  is half the angle swept by the vector on the
Bloch sphere and it depends on the gate parameters (i.e.


























where ~ = 2
0
.
We note that the dynamical phase factor in standard
geometric quantum computation must be eliminate with
several adiabatic loop in order to let the phase factor can-
cel each other. In this model it does not appear because
the motion on the Bloch sphere is on a plane orthogonal
to B and so it can be easily shown that h jHj i = 0
and the dynamical phase factor is zero. Of course this
geometric gates are much faster that the adiabatic one
[10] which had the limitation of the slow change of pa-
rameters.
This kind of geometrical manipulation of excitonic-
encoded information should be easier to implement and
to verify experimentally, because they are just produced
by a sequence of  pulses with constant parameters (fre-
quency or phase of the laser) with just one laser instead of
three lasers in which change the intensity and the phase
during the evolution.
For the two-qubit gate we have to exploit qubit-qubit
interaction in order to construct non-trivial operators;
then every system has dierent implementation of such















The  is the detuning of the lasers that allow us to connect
the to states through Raman transition.
Let us consider two dots with exciton energy !
0
=2 (the
energy is rescaled in order to have  !
0
=2 for the ground
states). If the two dots are coupled the presence of an
exciton in one of them causes a energetic shift (Æ) in
the other because of the dipole-dipole interaction. States
with a single exciton are not shifted. The energy lev-
els are shown in gure 1. The Hamiltonian accounting








The dipole interaction between dots can be used to
construct non-trivial two-qubit gates both dynamical [12]
and geometrical [10]. In fact, if we use two lasers tuned to









we can avoid single photon processes (which product
jEGi and jGEi states) and favour only two-photon pro-
cesses (which product jEEi).
The eective interaction Hamiltonian for the two-































are the frequency and the phase of the
laser i.
The total Hamiltonian is similar to the one in (1)
and then using a properly chosen sequence of sincronous
pulses (so that the two-photon Rabi frequencies in 4 sim-
ulate the one in 1) we can apply a phase gate similar to
(3) and complete the universal set of quantum gates.
III. EXCITON SPIN QUBIT
A further excitonic encoding can be obtained following
the spin-based scheme presented in [10]. There a four-





































FIG. 3: Gate 1 for the unpolarized excitons model. The
parameters are chosen in order to obtain a NOT gate. (A)
Evolution of jEi state on the Bloch sphere. (B) Population
evolution for the logical states jEi and jGi.
and jE
0
i) and a ground state (jGi) was used; the exci-
tonic states were connected with jGi by three dierent
lasers with circular () and linear (along z axis) polar-
ization and, modulating the phase and the frequency of
the three laser, we were able to construct adiabatic holo-
nomic gates.
To obtain non-adiabatic geometrical gates in this sys-
tem the basic idea is to encode logical information in two
degenerate exciton states with dierent total angular mo-
mentum i.e. jE

i: The extension of the previous gating





i; due to angular-momentum
conservation in radiation-matter interaction, are not di-
rectly i.e., by a one-photon ladder operators, connected.
In order to circumvent this problem and to enact such
a ladder operator one can resort to an o-resonant two-
photon Raman process. This is a standard trick in quan-
tum optics. Each quantum dot is shined by a couple
of lasers having polarizations + and   and a frequency
with a detuning  with respect the excitonic transition
energy The level scheme with the associate transition is
shown in Fig. 2. Provided that 






the laser Rabi frequencies) rst order processes are then
strongly suppressed; the dynamics is well-described by
















It should be now clear {since the above Hamiltonian as








































FIG. 4: Gate 2 for the unpolarized excitons model.(A) Evo-
lution of jEi state on the Bloch sphere. (B) Population evo-
lution for the logical states jEi and jGi.
excitonic encoding using dierent polarizations one can
realize all the required single-qubit operations.
Another single qubit gate that can be implemented
easily is the phase shift gate. Our scheme has a priori
separated sub-spaces because the dierent renspose to
polarized laser. So if we want jE
+
i to get a phase factor,
we can just switch the + laser to resonant frequency,
and then apply the pulse sequence that produce gate 2.
Since we can neglect the phase accumulated by jGi and
no phase is accumulated by jE
 





j) where, as before, ~ is half the solid
angle swept in the evolution. These two gates complete
the single-qubit gate set.
Finally, to obtain a universal set of quantum logical
gates we must construct a two qubit gates. The easiest
to be implemented in our model is a selective phase gate.
As shown before using lasers resonant with the two exci-
ton with positive polarization we can select two-photon





The eective Hamiltonian for these two-photon processes
is similar to (4) with jE
+
i instead of a generic exciton
state jEi.
The two lasers are polarized with + polarization and
follow the pulse sequence for gate 1 ; the nal geometric








j), where ~ is






A few remarks are now in order regarding the dif-
ferent kind of excitonic polarization we have considered
so far. In the second -polarization-based - encoding we
need a more laser pulses (and then longer time for the
4application of the gates) respect to the model with the
rst scheme with non-polarized excitons. This makes the
set-up slightly more complicated but now the logical 1
and 0 states corresponds here to energetically degener-
ate states with the same orbital wave function structure.
This facts should 1) make the qubit more robust against
pure dephasing processes 2) set to zero the qubit self-
Hamiltonian i.e., the 
z
component allowing for a sim-
plied gate design and then no recoupling pulse are re-
quired.
On the other hand it should be be noted that in in
the second scheme both the codewords correspond to un-
stable states, indeed excitons will eventually recombine
through the semiconductor gap by emitting a photon.
On the contrary in the rst encoding scheme the logical
0 corresponds to the ground state jGi of the crystal, and
it is therefore a stable state.
Exciton recombination corresponds in the rst scheme
to the amplitude-damping process j1i 7! j0i: One can
take care of this kind of environment-induced error by
the both the techniques of quantum error correction [13]
or error avoiding [14] depending on the spatial symme-
try of the damping process. Using polarization encoding
spontaneous decay gives rise to a leakage to the compu-
tational subspace in the the ground state of the crystal
jGi is no-longer a computational codeword. In this case
one can resort to leakage-elimination strategies based of
active intervention on the system[15].
IV. SIMULATIONS
To test our models we performed numerical simulations
of the quantum gates solving the Schroedinger equation.
For the rst model (with no polarized excitons) we took
jEi as starting state and then simulate the evolution
when we apply the pulse sequences presented. In Fig.
3 the result of the simulation for gate 1 are shown; the
parameters are chosen in order to obtain a NOT gate.
In Fig. 3 (A) the curve traversed by the state in the
Bloch space and (B) the population evolutions are pre-
sented. Once decided which gate to apply we can have
an estimate of the gate time. For this NOT gate the






); the time gate is xed by the




= 50fs) we have : t
gate1
= 0:1 ps.
In Fig. 4 we show (for gate 2) the loop in the Bloch
space (A) the population evolutions and the phase accu-
mulated during the evolution (inset) (B). The parameters
are chosen in order to obtain ~ = =4 and the nal state
is (1+i)=
p





) and with the same Rabi frequency
used before we have: t
gate2
= 0:15 ps.
In the second model rst we have to test the validity
of the approximation used in (5); for this purpose we
simulated the evolution of the three-level system showed



















FIG. 5: Population evolutions for the three-level system with




i and jGi with lasers




























FIG. 6: Populations of logical states for polarized exci-
ton model. The phase accumulated in a single loop is  =
0:0270254 and we iterate the cycle of  pulse 59 times to
obtain a NOT gate.
=







) and, as we can see, this is
suÆcient to avoid population of jGi state and to have the
standard Rabi oscillations between the logical states.
We note that, because of the perturbative request in 5,
the eective magnetic eld B has small x and y compo-
nent, and then a sequence of two  pulse is not suÆcient
to construct a generic superposition of logical qubits.
Even if the geometrical phase accumulated during the
loop is small it is suÆcient to iterate the procedure to ap-
ply the desidered geometrical operator. Using the same
perturbation parameter as in 5 we simulate the evolution
of jE
+
i. In Figure 6 we show the population evolutions




i when they are subjected to
a  pulse sequence in order to obtain a NOT gate. Of
course the gating time in this situation depends on which
gate we want to apply and the parameter used the model.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we proposed two approaches to geometric
non-adiabatic quantum information processing in semi-
conductor quantum dots. In both cases we have been able
to construct a universal set of quantum gates using the
Aharonov-Anandan phase. In the rst scheme the qubit
is realized by the presence or absence of a (ground) state
5exciton. A coupling with an external laser eld allows
for the non-adiabatic realization of the geometrical-gates.
The dipole-dipole coupling between excitons plays an es-
sential role in action of the entangling two-qubit gate.
In the second approach we encode information in de-
generate states using, as quantum degree of freedom, the
polarization i.e., total spin, of the excitons (jE

i). The
logical states are not directly connected but we showed,
rst how to avoid this problems with two-photon (Ra-
man) transition and second how to implement in this way
a selective phase gates (for one and two qubits). Numeri-
cal simulations with realistic parameters show that these
gates can be in principle enacted within the decoherence
time. The models for non-adiabatic (fast) QIP presented
in this paper combine the features of geometrical gates
with the ultra-fast gate control possible in semiconduc-
tor nanostructures; an experimental verication of these
schemes seems under the reach of current technology.
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